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Question: 1 
   
Which of the following backup storage options must be included in the conceptual design for the 
solution to satisfy the requirements? (Choose 3) 
 
A. On-premises storage based on rotated drives 
B. On-premises secondary immutable backup storage for backup copy jobs from other data center 
C. On-premises LTO-8/LTO-9 tapes solution 
D. Public cloud immutable object storage capacity tier 
E. On-premises primary immutable backup storage in each data center 
 

Answer: B,C,D      
 

Question: 2 
   
To meet the dynamic grouping requirement, Veeam Games, Inc. has settled on using vSphere tags to 
identify virtual machines that require the same backup policy. Veeam Games, Inc. is looking for a similar 
strategy for their physical servers. What should they do? 
 
A. Group all physical servers (Windows and Linux) using active directory organizational units. Map 
protection groups to these organizational units and create backup jobs. 
B. Use a discovery script to dynamically add all physical servers (Windows and Linux) to predefined 
organizational units, map to protection groups and create backup jobs. 
C. Group all windows servers using active directory organizational units. Map protection groups to these 
organizational units, manually add Linux servers and create backup jobs. 
D. Group all windows servers using active directory organizational units. Map protection groups to these 
organizational units, use CSV files to add Linux servers and create backup jobs. 
 

Answer: B      
 

Question: 3 
   
Veeam Games, Inc. recently experienced unplanned downtime, which severely impacted their brand. 
Veeam Games, Inc. now truly understands the importance of securing and protecting their backup data. 
This has driven the requirement to have all repositories hardened and to have an immutable copy off 
site. Select the option that will best deliver this. 
 
A. A backup copy job between a hardened Linux repository in Mountain View and a Windows ReFS 
repository in Ottawa. 
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B. A Scale-out Backup Repository configured with a Windows ReFS repository for the performance tier 
and S3 compatible/object store with immutability for the capacity tier. 
C. A Scale-out Backup Repository configured with a hardened Linux repository for the performance tier 
and S3 compatible/object store for the capacity tier. 
D. A Scale-out Backup Repository configured with a hardened Linux repository for the performance tier 
and S3 compatible/object store with immutability for the capacity tier. 
 

Answer: D      
 

Question: 4 
   
Which of the following pieces of information is necessary for proper sizing of the backup repositories 
and has to be collected during virtual infrastructure analysis? 
 
A. Disk space provisioned to virtual machines 
B. Disk space used by virtual machines 
C. Total capacity of all volumes and LUNs that store virtual machines 
D. Total number of virtual disks (VMDKs) 
 

Answer: B      
 

Question: 5 
   
Veeam Games, Inc. do not use vSphere tags in their current vSphere setup. They have decided to 
dynamically scope their virtual machine backup jobs using vSphere tags. Which Veeam Availability Suite 
capability will satisfy this requirement? 
 
A. Protection groups 
B. Business View categorization 
C. Failover plans 
D. Application groups 
 

Answer: B      
 

Question: 6 
   
Veeam Games, Inc. has added a new requirement that when recovering mission-critical virtual machines 
from the Mountain View site to the Ottawa site, a recovery time objective of 15 minutes and a recovery 
point objective of one minute is needed. In addition, this requirement must be met with minimal 
administrative effort at the time of recovery. What design changes will need to be made to 
accommodate this new requirement? 
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A. Implement Veeam Replication for all mission-critical virtual machines. Create failover plans. 
B. Use Veeam CDP to replicate all mission-critical virtual machines. Create failover plans. 
C. Leverage Veeam CDP to orchestrate continuous storage snapshot replication. 
D. Leverage Veeam backup copy job in immediate copy mode. Perform restores usina PowerShell. 
 

Answer: B      
 

Question: 7 
   
Given the backup storage requirements, which of the following would meet the requirements for the 
Veeam backup repository storage on-site? (Choose 2) 
 
A. On-premises object storage 
B. Purpose-built deduplicating appliance 
C. ISCSI storage array 
D. Tape library 
E. Physical server with internal storage 
 

Answer: A,B      
 

Question: 8 
   
After the initial design is complete, Veeam Games, Inc. announces the acquisition of a strategy game 
company. As a result, the amount of virtual and physical machines being backed up will increase. What 
components' resource requirements will need to be adjusted as a result to ensure backup windows are 
met? (Choose 2) 
 
A. Number of proxy servers 
B. Repository resources 
C. Veeam ONE database 
D. Metadata cache  
E. Increase Enterprise Manager resources 
 

Answer: A,B      
 

Question: 9 
   
 During the design phase, Veeam Games, Inc. asks how to accommodate for the disaster recovery 
requirements. Which feature will meet the requirements? 
 
A. SureReplica 
B. Backup copy jobs to hot standby repositories in each site 
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C. Veeam Disaster Recovery Orchestrator 
D. Veeam CDP 
 

Answer: A      
 

Question: 10 
   
You are reviewing the customer requirements and need to create a first sizing check to validate the 
available backup window. What information is lacking to fulfill this calculation? 
(Choose 3) 
 
A. Amount of data per site 
B. Available time window for the backups 
C. Number of virtual machines per site 
D. Bandwidth between sites 
E. Daily change rate of data 
 

Answer: A,B,E      
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